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Identification of the experience 

 

Objectives  

� Provides the context and the underlying issues 
related to this experience 

� Describes the experience, bringing to the forefront 
its inovative aspects: what does it bring anew to the 
debate of the underlying issues ? 

 



Key elements to be covered 

� A. SHORT PROFILE 

� Title of the experience:  Name  

� Location: Where ?/ locate the experience ? 

� Historical profile: when did experience start? What 
was the key triggers or catalysts of the experience? 

� Context:  what is the context in which the experience 
took place? 

� Issue: What is (are) the main problem(s) that the 
expérience is addressing?  

 



Key elements to be covered cont’d 

� Objectives: what is the purpose of the capitalized 
experience ? 

� ther initiatives: What are the other (similar or 
related) experiences in the area ? 

� Main actors: Who are the actors,  

� Stages : What are the different stages of 
implementation ? 

 



The identification matrix: profile 

Issues Detail 

Title or name of project 

Location 

Historial profile 

context 

Problem (s) addressed by 
project or experience 
 
What are the key triggers or 
catalysts of the experience? 

Objectiives of projects or 
expériences 
 



Key elements to be covered cont’d 

� B. DESRCRIPTION 

� Provides a detailed presentation of the 
actors/stakeholders of the experience, its 
methodological approach and its different stages 

� Describes the different activities and the effects 

� List the results; the unforeseen effects, the 
difficulties,  constraints and obstacles faced when 
implementing the experience.  

 



Key elements to be covered cont’d 

� Stages / Components 

� Activities: what was done ? 

� Technical / organizational procedures: How was the 
implementation organized ? What were the technologies 
used ? 

� Results / achievements: What were the effects 
induced/caused by the experience ? 

� Difficulties met: What were the problems faced ? What 
solutions were tested ? 

� Unforeseen effects (positive or negative): what 
happened that was not expected ?  

 


